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A New Day
 
A new day is here
With new charm and cheer
Everything looks so new and bright
Again I have power to make decisions right
 
I feel today I can undo the past
And make a difference which will be vast
Today I will try to give my best
And God will surely take care of rest
 
It has come to me as a new blank page
Where I can create and envisage
Lot and lot I can accomplish this day
It can take me to places far away
 
Each beginning leads to an end
And every end leads to a new beginning
So the end of day will have no fear
Hope can only dispel all tears
 
Next day I would shout loud and clear
Again a new day is here
With new charm and cheer
So start afresh with a gear
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Childhood-The Best Days Of My Life
 
When i was struggling to stand on my feet
like others do, and suddenly tumbled down
it seemed like the worst day of my life
 
On my first day of school
when my mother forcefully said' goodbye'
I thought it was my worst day
 
When i forgot my notebook in school
and my teacher scolded me
hmmm that was my worst day
 
When my friends disowned me
and i was left to gaze, i felt so lonely
I believed my worst day was HERE
 
On my journey of life
today when i look back
I feel those were the best days of my life
And i wish to be a CHILD once again
 
Those moments I lived
has evolved me to be a better person each day
on my life's journey from good to great
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I Am A Girl Child...
 
Girl, pity girl child I am
So gloomy and sad I am
 
Like little toy doll I am treated
Always felt insulted and cheated
 
Men, you take me for a ride
No rules for me, You abide
 
Am I a mere puppet?
That can dance on the tunes of drums and trumpets
 
I also have My life
With wishes and fancies to be alive
 
God bestowed me my life
So let me Please be alive....
Allow me to enjoy my life........
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I Am Just A Beginner.....
 
As child learns to walk and toddle
I learn to think and wobble
 
I know my words today have no worth
but believe me its a new poets birth
who still has dearth of words
but would soon learn to play with words
 
My mind is working day and night
thinking to create something good tonight
 
By this i am learning each day
though i am just a beginner today
creating new has become my passion
which i would do with lot of devotion
 
Slowly steadily i would win the race
but would not step back in any case
 
Even Rome was not built in a day
I am sure my hard work would pave its way
Gradually people would like my work
and I would get recognition as perk
 
 
After learning too, i would like to be a beginner
As learning each day  will only make me a winner.
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Ingredients Of Recipe Called Life
 
Life is a delicious dish
Which we all relish to our wish
We all enjoy it to the brim
By taking chances to lose or win
 
Sun of each day evenly rises
Energy and openess are the best prices
Which we should be ready to pay
 for contentment and happiness of each day 
 
Smile illuminate this earth
Can bring new things to birth
As fun all through the way makes life longer
Fading pain away leaving us stronger
 
Motivation is all we need
To combat the adversities that life percieves
Positivity can pave new roads
Like king of jungle then we can roar
 
 
These are few important ingredients
That make life complete
Mix all these well
To come out of your shell
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Let Me Be A Child Again...
 
Let me be a child again
Let me freely fly
soar high
in the vast sky
 
like a child...
 
Let me learn more
try and explore
the treasure unknown
 
like a child.....
 
Let me be soft and tender
free to surrender
all worries and anger
 
like a child.....
 
Let me spread smile
as far as a mile
make each moment worthwhile
 
like a child.....
 
Let me Love and adore
our neighbour next door
without any fight
 
like a child....
 
Let me be curious
think and rise up
to be a genius
 
like a child......
 
As childhood is nothing but a state of mind
So lets live and learn each day like a child! ! !
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Wonderland
 
Let sun shine bright
Spread positivity right
 
Let flowers bloom full
to allow beauty rule
 
Let river flow fast
Vanish pain and sorrow apart
 
Let men love men
So that harmony prevail
 
Let us held our heads high
Allow goals and visions to touch the sky
 
Let smile replace troubles
spread happiness like bubbles
I wish there prevail such a land
Whom we can name WONDERLAND
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